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a b s t r a c t

During plasma instabilities in tokamak devices, metallic plasma facing components (PFC) can undergo
surface melting and vaporization. Macroscopic losses of melt layers developed during these instabili-
ties are of a serious concern to the lifetime of PFC, the damage of nearby components, and potential
core plasma contamination. Due to the presence of impurities and dissolved gas, boiling occurs in the
superheated melt layer. The growing bubbles burst at the melt layer surface and induce the ejection of
jet-droplets, therefore, contributing significantly to the erosion of PFC. In the present work, the boiling
mechanism is investigated using a one-dimensional moving boundary model accounting for heating,
elt layer splashing
oiling
roplet
acroscopic erosion

melting, vaporization, and re-solidification. The collapse of a single bubble cavity and the jet formation,
investigated numerically using computational fluid dynamics simulations, shows the amount of ejected
jet-droplet is about ∼1% of the initial bubble volume for liquid tungsten and aluminum. The intensity of
boiling decreases with the pressure in the melt layer and increases with the incident heat flux. Simula-
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. Introduction

During normal and off-normal operations of current tokamak
evices and future fusion reactors, the plasma facing compo-
ents (PFC) are subjected to high-energy depositions (∼10 to
100 GW/m2 during 0.1–1 ms) as a result of plasma instabilities

uch as disruptions, vertical displacement events, runaway elec-
rons, and edge-localized modes (ELM) [1]. The thermal response
f the metallic PFC includes melting and vaporization. Although the
apor-shielding phenomenon, i.e., accumulation of the material’s
wn vapor cloud in front of the incoming plasma stream, consider-
bly reduces the vaporized material losses from the surface [2], the
ontinued plasma–target interaction can cause consequent damage
o PFC due to macroscopic splashing of the developed melt layer,
hose thickness is much larger than the net surface vaporization

nd can range from tens to hundreds of microns per one event of
lasma instabilities [3]. An important mechanism inducing the ero-
ion of the melt layer is attributed to the formation and bursting of

ubbles during intense boiling near the surface region of the melt

ayer. This mechanism causes the continuous erosion of the molten
FC by the ejection of liquid droplets [4].
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milar results on the boiling characteristics of tungsten and aluminum. The
he boiling induced erosion, presented here, allows better understanding

g the lifetime of the metallic PFC.
Published by Elsevier B.V.

In order to simulate disruptions and ELMs with typical energy
densities and pulse durations, which are not achievable in current
tokamak devices, experiments using high power plasma acceler-
ators are designed in laboratory facilities (e.g. VIKA, MK-200U,
QSPA) in the frame of plasma–target interaction study [5,6]. Those
experimental observations show the evidence of intense volumet-
ric boiling in the re-solidified melt layer. Indeed, at VIKA facility
[5], the surface of an aluminum target exposed to a plasma stream
of 30 MJ/m2 during 360 �s (square pulse) is covered by spherical
dimples of 50–80 �m with a density of 1–2 mm−2 and droplets are
observed in the peripheral regions of the heated target. A tungsten
target also shows macroscopic erosion as well. However, presence
of boiling is not specified. At TRINITI [6], aluminum and tungsten
targets are exposed to multiple shots in the MK200-UG plasma gun
with an energy density of 0.2–15 MJ/m2 and a pulse-duration of
50 �s. For heat flux higher than 10 GW/m2, the aluminum target
shows bubble formation in a melt layer of 50–150 �m. At a maxi-
mum heat flux of 300–400 GW/m2, cavities with typical diameters
of 200–400 �m are observed. While no trace of boiling is present
in the tungsten melt layer, 1–200 �m diameter droplets are seen in
the erosion products. The experimental observations on tungsten
demonstrated clearly that boiling is not the only melt layer ero-

sion mechanism. Hydrodynamic instabilities could also contribute
significantly to the splashing of the melt layer [4,7,8]. Therefore,
efforts in the theoretical studies are crucial to the understanding of
the bubble formation and bursting mechanisms and its quantitative
contribution to the melt layer erosion.
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The macroscopic erosion of the melt layer due to intense boil-
ng is a complex phenomenon, which needs the integration of

echanisms governing both volumetric boiling in liquid metals
nd bursting of bubbles at a free surface. Little theoretical work
as done to model this type of erosion in the frame of energetic
eat deposition on metallic target. Boiling induced erosion of PFC
as first implemented and modeled by Hassanein and cowork-

rs [4] and integrated in the HEIGHTS simulation package as the
odule SPLASH [9]. The melt layer erosion was managed by the

omputation of an energy-based stationary splashing wave [4].
n reality, the droplet ejection due to bubble bursting at the free
urface is a complex hydrodynamic problem, which has been exten-
ively investigated for decades in the field of aerosol production in
ceanographical studies [10]. The problem was also investigated
umerically for the entrainment of radionuclide in accidental sce-
ario in a nuclear reactor [11].

Two types of droplets are ejected during the free surface bubble
ursting process: film-droplets due to the atomization of the thin

iquid cap covering the bubble at the surface [12], and jet-droplets
ue to the disintegration of the liquid jet formed after the collapse of
he remaining bubble cavity [13]. However, because film-droplets
re relatively small (nano-scale) compared to jet-droplets (micro-
cale) for water [13], the second mechanism is mostly investigated.
he jet or jet-droplet formation was studied in other fields of appli-
ation for similar mechanisms such as the Worthington jet induced
y the impact of a falling drop on a free liquid surface [14] or the
amage induced by the collapse of a cavitation bubble near a solid
all [15]. Thus, most results of jet-droplet formation are obtained

or water. Liquid metals (e.g. tungsten or aluminum) are charac-
erized by high surface tension and density (about one order of

agnitude higher than the water properties), which are, accord-
ng to parametric studies [16], the main properties controlling the
et-droplet formation. The same parametric studies provide more
eneral results applicable to low viscosity materials. Meanwhile,
hose results mostly describe the early stage of the jet-droplet for-

ation and cannot provide accurate information on the droplets
rom the disintegration of a fully developed jet.

In the present work, the macroscopic erosion of the melt layer
ue to intense boiling is investigated and modeled based on more
etailed and realistic description of the physics driving both the
ormation of bubbles in the melt layer and the bursting mecha-
ism leading to the ejection of jet-droplets. The model is based
n the one-dimensional two-moving boundary model developed
n [17–19], which describes the time-dependent thermal response
f the metallic PFC exposed to intense heat deposition. The boiling
nduced erosion mechanism is modeled as the growth and bursting
f successive bubble layers. The initiation and the velocity of bubble
rowth are computed dynamically. Computational fluid dynam-
cs (CFD) simulations are performed to solve the two-phase flow
roblem of the jet-droplet formation in order to provide accurate

nformation on the droplets. The amount of eroded material for a
ingle bubble is generalized through the concept of “bubble layer”
nd integrated in the previously quoted moving-boundary model
17–19]. The simulation results using typical plasma characteris-
ics from the laboratory experimental setup [5,6] are compared and
iscussed with the observations from the same experiments.

. Physical model

.1. Thermal response of PFC
Short duration and high heat flux plasma during disruptions and
LMs induce the heating, melting, and vaporization of the metal-
ic PFC. These physical phenomena are described and modeled
n detail using a one-dimensional two-moving boundary model
d Design 86 (2011) 155–162

[17,18]. Due to the vapor-shielding phenomenon, the incident heat
flux is absorbed in the well-confined vapor layer on the target sur-
face. Radiation transport simulation performed with HEIGHTS [20]
shows that only 5–10% of the incident heat flux reaches the target
surface when vapor shielding is effective.

2.2. Bubble growth dynamics

Boiling occurs due to heterogeneous nucleation. At first, the
solid phase is filled with impurities, grain boundaries, radiation
induced voids, thermal-stress induced cracks, etc., which play the
role of heterogeneous nucleation sites for boiling. When the melt
layer starts growing, vaporization and diffusion of dissolved second
phase gas fill up the nucleation sites to form the initial micro-
scale bubbles. Due to their relative small size, the trapped bubble
is modeled as a sphere of radius R and its growth rate is assumed
to have only a radial component dR/dt, which is a solution of the
Rayleigh–Plesset equation with the inviscid fluid assumption [21]

R
d2R

dt2
+ 3

2

(
dR

dt

)2

= 1
�L

[
Psat(T) − 2�(T)

R
− PL

]
(1)

where �L and PL are respectively the density and the pressure of
the melt layer. The vapor pressure inside the bubble at thermal
equilibrium with the surrounding liquid, Psat(T), is given by the
Clausius–Clapeyron relation

Psat(T) = P0 exp
[

Lv

R̃

(
1
Tb

− 1
T

)]
(2)

where Tb is the boiling temperature (saturation temperature) at
pressure P0 equal to 1 atm, Lv is the latent heat of vaporization of the
surrounding liquid and R̃ is the ideal gas constant. The temperature
dependent surface tension, �(T) is defined as

�(T) = �(Tm) + d�

dT
(Tm − T) (3)

where Tm is the melting point of the PFC metal and d�/dT is a
material dependent constant coefficient [22,23].

The spontaneous growth of the initial bubble is possible if the
RHS of Eq. (1) is positive, i.e., the vapor pressure inside the bubble
overcomes the surface tension and the surrounding liquid pressure

Psat(T) >
2�(T)

R
+ PL (4)

The incident plasma stream compresses the melt layer during
the heat deposition. Therefore, the pressure PL within the melt layer
is a parameter approximated to the values of the plasma pressure
ranging from ∼0.1 to ∼10 atm [5] during the heat deposition. PL
drops to 0 when the heat deposition has ceased. Due to the rela-
tively high surface tension of the liquid metal, the second term of
the RHS of Eq. (1) plays an important role in the initiation of the
bubble spontaneous growth. When Psat(T) > PL, the critical radius
Rc is defined from Eq. (4) as

Rc(T) = 2�(T)
Psat(T) − PL

(5)

Then, the spontaneous growth condition (Eq. (4)) of an initial
bubble of radius R0 is equivalent to R0 > Rc(T). The increase of the
temperature induces the increase of the saturation pressure (Eq.
(2)) and the decrease of the surface tension (Eq. (3)), and thus the
decrease of the critical radius (Eq. (5)). Therefore, the spontaneous
growth condition of Eq. (4) can only be achieved in the surface
region of the melt layer where the temperature is the highest. The

cooling effect at the bubble boundary due to vaporization is not sig-
nificant as far as the bubble size is not large compared to the initial
bubble size [24]. This condition is fulfilled due to the high surface
tension of the liquid metal inducing a relatively high critical bub-
ble radius. For example, if the excess of pressure Psat(T) − PL has
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he typical value of ∼1 atm and the surface tension ∼1 N/m, then
he critical radius is of the order of 20 �m. The simulation results
resented later and the experimental observations [5,6] show a
ursting bubble radius of ∼10 to ∼100 �m. In this case, the bub-
le growth is controlled by inertia and the growth rate is given by
he Rayleigh solution [24]

dR

dt
=

√
2

3�L

[
Psat(T) − 2�(T)

R
− PL

]
(6)

This solution can be derived from Eq. (1) by neglecting the first
erm of the LHS, which represents the growth acceleration. After
he heat deposition has ceased, the vapor pressure only needs to
vercome the surface tension to allow bubble growth. Because the
nitial bubble radius cannot be infinitely large, the fast decreasing
emperature leads rapidly to R0 < Rc(T) and marks the end of boiling.

The effect of magnetic field on the bubble growth was not
ncluded in the present model. The analysis becomes more compli-
ated due to the presence of an additional term in Eq. (1) reflecting
he effect of the J × B force. Early theoretical analysis demonstrated
hat in the presence of magnetic field, the growing bubble deforms
aking an elongated shape with its volume being less than that in
he absence of magnetic field [25]. The rate of bubble growth may
e also decreased [26].

.3. Bubble layer and mass loss

In the current one-dimensional model, the growth of a single
ubble is generalized to an entire bubble layer characterized by the
ame depth from the surface of the melt layer. The bubble density
er unit area in this typical layer is estimated with the following
nergy balance

= Qin − Qout

Qv + Q� − QP
(7)

here Qin − Qout is the heat conducted through the bubble layer
uring the growth given by

in − Qout =
∫

t

[
−kL(T)

∂TL

∂x

∣∣∣∣
in

+ kL(T)
∂TL

∂x

∣∣∣∣
out

]
dt (8)

here kL is the temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the
elt layer. The energy needed for the growth of a single bubble,

v + Q� − QP, is defined as

v + Q� − QP =
∫

t

[
4�R2 dR

dt
�vLv + 8�R

dR

dt
�(T)

− 4�R2 dR

dt
(Psat(T) − PL)

]
dt (9)

here the terms are respectively the energy of vaporization, the
urface energy, and the excess pressure energy. The vapor density
v inside the bubble is given by the ideal gas law �v = Psat(T)M/R̃T
ith M being the atomic weight. For simplification, the density

f heterogeneous nucleation sites is assumed high enough not to
ffect the bubble density, which is only limited by the amount of
vailable heat.

When the bubble boundary meets the surface of the melt layer,
he bubble is assumed to burst and eject jet-droplets. Thus, the
hickness of the eroded layer due to the bursting of one bubble
ayer is given by

Xloss = 4
�R3NˇR (10)
3

here the amount of eroded material for a single bubble is given as
fraction ˇR of the bubble volume and it is determined in the jet-
roplet formation studies by solving the two-phase flow equations
sing CFD simulations.
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the jet-droplet formation mechanism.

The growth of a new bubble layer takes place immediately fol-
lowing the bursting of the previous one when the condition of Eq.
(4) is fulfilled.

2.4. Bubble bursting and jet-droplet formation

When the boundary of the bubble meets the melt layer surface,
the rupture of the film cap covering the bubble leaves a quasi-
spherical cavity as represented in the step 1 of Fig. 1. Without
considering any initial motion of the liquid, the surface tension
tends to minimize the surface energy of the cavity, which is con-
verted into the kinetic energy of the liquid confined in a boundary
layer [13]. The convergence of the liquid in step 1 will induce the
formation of a vortex ring at the base of the initial cavity and gener-
ate a high pressure gradient acting as the acceleration of the initial
jet in step 2. In step 3, high inertia leads to a fully developed jet
and eventually breaks into droplets in step 4 due to hydrodynamic
instabilities.

The motion of the cavity is a free-surface two-phase flow prob-
lem and can be modeled by solving the mass and momentum
conservation equations of the volume of fluid (VOF) model [27].
The energy equation is not considered here because the jet-droplet
ejection mechanism is assumed isothermal in the current model.
The liquid phase represents the liquid metal (melt layer). The gas
phase can be either the vapor from the vaporization of the melt
layer or the incident plasma heating the target. This choice does not
affect the jet-droplet mechanism because the influencing factors
are the properties of the liquid phase [16]. The volume fractions of
the two phases satisfy ˛L + ˛G = 1. Far from the liquid–gas interface,
the single-phase formulation is applied to each phase, i.e., in the
liquid phase ˛L = 1 + ε and in the gas phase ˛G = 1 − ε with ε ∼ 10−8.
The mass conservation equation is solved only for one phase (e.g.
gas phase) in the form of a volume fraction equation

∂˛G

∂t
+ ∇ · (˛G

�V) = 0 (11)

where mass flux at the interface and other source terms are not con-
sidered because vaporization is assumed to have negligible impact
on the jet formation mechanism. The volume fraction of the liq-
uid phase is derived using ˛L = 1 − ˛G. The single velocity field �V is
obtained from one momentum conservation equation for the entire
fluid domain

�
∂ �V
∂t

+ ∇ · [� �V �V − �(∇ �V + ∇ �VT )] = −∇p + �F� (12)

where p is the single pressure field, � and � are the density
and dynamic viscosity of the fluid domain. They are given as the
volume-fraction-averaged values of the properties of each phase
(�, �) = ˛L(�, �)L + ˛G(�, �)G. Using the continuum surface force
(CSF) method [28], the effect of surface tension is modeled as a
body force �F� = �	��n/[0.5(�L + �G)]. The interfacial curvature is

given by 	 = −∇ · (�n/|�n|) and the surface normal vector is defined as
�n = ∇˛G. The constant value of the surface tension � used in the CFD
simulation is taken at the melting point of the metal �(Tm). The lam-
inar flow assumption is justified by typical values of the Reynolds
number lower than ∼103. The incompressible fluid assumption is
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60,000 cells (coarse grid). The velocities of the ejected droplets
are obtained for the two grid-resolutions and are plotted in Fig. 3.
The probe located on the axis of rotation above the cavity mea-
sures the single velocity field of the entire fluid domain at this

Table 1
Fluid properties in CFD simulation.
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ully justified by a Mach number much lower than 0.3. The omission
f the gravity term is justified by an Eötvös number of the order of
0−4.

. Numerical model

.1. Integrated one-dimensional boiling model

The finite difference numerical scheme used to solve the time-
ependent heat transfer and the two-moving boundary problems

s described in detail in [19]. The one-dimensional grid has a reso-
ution of 1 �m and the time-step is chosen small enough ∼1 ns to
nsure numerical stability.

If the condition of Eq. (4), evaluated at each time-step, is ful-
lled, then the growth is initiated at a depth X0 close to the melt

ayer surface where the temperature is the highest. The depth X0
s chosen randomly between the melt layer surface Xsurface and a

aximum depth proportional to the melt layer thickness. Due to
he thermal equilibrium assumption, the uniform temperature of
he vapor inside the bubble is taken equal to the temperature of the

elt layer at the depth X0. The initial radius of the bubble is also
hosen randomly within a range representing the size distribution
f the heterogeneous nucleation sites. The growth rate of Eq. (6)
s evaluated at each time-step and the bubble radius is computed
sing a forward scheme R(t + 
t) = R(t) + Ṙ(t + 
t)
t. If R < Rc, it

s assumed the bubble layer will shrink and no bursting will occur. A
ew bubble layer is then created. Otherwise when R ≥ X0 − Xsurface,
he bursting condition is fulfilled. The bubble density given by Eq.
7) is computed as well as the thickness of the eroded material from
q. (10). If the condition of Eq. (4) is still valid, a new bubble layer
s created.

.2. CFD simulation model

In order to determine ˇR, the fraction of mass loss due to jet-
roplet ejection per bubble, as well as parameters like the number
f droplets, their size and their velocity, Eqs. (11) and (12) are solved
sing the VOF method. Since the fluid velocity field, computed from
q. (12) with the pressure-based approach [29], does not satisfy
q. (11), the pressure can be corrected using the Pressure-implicit
ith Splitting of Operators (PISO) method [30]. Both velocity and
ressure are computed iteratively until the solution converges at
he given time-step. The spatial discretization scheme used for
he momentum equation is the third-order Monotone Upstream-
entered Schemes for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) scheme [31],
hich improves spatial accuracy for all type of meshes by reduc-

ng the numerical diffusion. The pressure interpolation method to
btain face-centered values from the cell-centered values is the
REssure STaggering Option (PRESTO) [32]. The volume fraction
quation (11) is discretized using the modified High Resolution
nterface Capturing (HRIC) scheme [33], which is a stable and accu-
ate numerical method for interface reconstruction. Finally, in order
o insure numerical stability and optimize the computational cost, a
ariable time-advancing scheme is used based on a constant global
ourant number (chosen between 0.25 and 0.4). The computational
oftware used in the present work is FLUENT, the commercial CFD
imulation package.

A 2D axi-symmetric computational domain is generated using
he grid generator GAMBIT. A user-defined function (UDF) is com-
iled in FLUENT to set up the initial phase separation. The initial

eometry of the cavity is represented in Fig. 2, where the simula-
ion domain is scaled for a bubble cavity of radius 100 �m. Due to
he axis symmetry of the problem, the simulation domain is only
alf of the domain represented Fig. 2. In the direction of the axis of
otation, the computational domain is divided into 1200 uniform
Fig. 2. Initial phase separation of the computational domain.

meshes (over 6 dimensionless unit length). In the radial direc-
tion, the domain is divided into 200 non-uniform meshes, whose
sizes decreases when approaching the axis of rotation to insure
square cells. The 240,000-cell grid is finer around the axis of rota-
tion because higher values of the interfacial curvature is expected
in this region due to the jet formation, which requires higher grid
resolution. For example, if the grid is scaled for a cavity with 100-
�m radius, the smallest cell size is 0.25 �m2. A coarse grid with
half of the number of divisions in each direction (i.e. 60,000 cells)
is used only for the grid resolution convergence test.

4. Results

4.1. Jet-droplet formation

The range of interest of the bubble radii is ∼10 to ∼100 �m
according to experimental observations [5,6], which is consistent
with the simulations results presented in Section 4.2. Therefore,
the computational grid of the CFD simulation is scaled in this typi-
cal range. The simulations are performed with three fluids couples:
air–water, plasma–tungsten and plasma–aluminum. Their proper-
ties are given in Table 1.

The convergence test is performed using a 100-�m air–water
cavity with two grid-resolutions: 240,000 cells (fine grid) and
Material Air Water Plasma Tungsten Aluminum

� (kg/m3) 1.2 998 ∼10−4 17,600 2375
� (kg/m s) 10−5 10−3 ∼10−5 0.007 0.0008
� (N/m) 0.07 2.50 1.02
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Fig. 3. Convergence test using the droplet velocity for 100-�m air–water cavity
with two grid resolutions.

Fig. 4. Jet-droplet ejection from a 100-�m plasma–aluminum cavity: (a) rim deformation
and droplets ejection.
d Design 86 (2011) 155–162 159

fixed point. On the higher resolution curve, each peak represents
a droplet, which is not so obvious on the lower resolution curve.
However, the droplet velocities on both curves match quite accu-
rately. The simulation results in [16] reports a velocity of ∼30 m/s
for the first ejected droplet in the case of a 100-�m air–water cav-
ity, which corresponds approximately to the velocity of the first
droplet in Fig. 3. Furthermore, the number of droplets and their
radii obtained with both grid-resolutions show good agreement.
In the present work, only higher resolution (fine grid) results are
reported.

Fig. 4 shows the jet-droplet ejection from the collapse of a 100-
�m plasma–aluminum cavity. The deformation starts at the rim
of the broken bubble, where the curvature is the highest (Fig. 4a).
The deformation at the bottom of the cavity takes the typical cusp
shape studied in [16], which is responsible for the trapping of the
bubble at the cavity base (Fig. 4b). The trapped bubble follows the
vertical motion of the same sinking vortex ring, which drives the

formation of the jet. This typical motion is observed in the Indian
ink experiment [13]. Because the acceleration is at maximum on
the axis of rotation, the initial jet is relatively thin, which leads to
a small droplet radius (Fig. 4c). The jet broadens with the radial
diffusion of the velocity field leading to larger droplets (Fig. 4d).

; (b) cusp formation at the cavity base; (c) jet initiation; and (d) fully developed jet
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Fig. 5. Temperature profile, melting and vaporization fronts of (a) tungsten and

nd the droplet production stops when the inertia of the jet is not
igh enough to overcome the surface tension effect.

The last statement is clearly observed in all the simulations
erformed on 50- and 100-�m cavities. The Weber number We =
(RdV2

d )/�, where Rd and Vd are the radius and the velocity of the
roplets (� and � are defined in Eq. (12)), represents the competi-
ion between the inertia of the droplet and the surface tension effect
n the formation of the droplet surface. The simulations show We
ecreases during the droplet production and the Weber number of
he last droplet is right below 1.

The simulations of 50- and 100-�m cavities show the following
esults. For all materials, the number of ejected droplets per cavity is
pproximately 10. The range of the droplet radii for water is 2–10%
f the initial bubble radius. This range for the two liquid metals is
–20%. Then the total volume of ejected droplets per bubble is 0.3%
f the initial bubble volume for water and 1% for the liquid met-
ls. While the velocities of water droplet ranges from 1 to 30 m/s
or the 100-�m bubble cavity, the liquid metal droplets can reach
elocities up to 60 m/s (tungsten) and 90 m/s (aluminum). Reduc-
ng the bubble radius will increase the droplet velocities [16]. Using
he velocities of the droplet, their radii and their number, it is pos-
ible to estimate the energy carried by the jet by summing the total
urface energy and kinetic energy of the droplets. The results show
hat this energy is about 7% of the initial surface energy stored in
he bubble cavity for water and 15% for the liquid metals, which is
onsistent with the 10–20% rule stated in [13]. Meanwhile for the
0-�m plasma–aluminum cavity, the results are slightly different.
he number of ejected droplets, with radii ranging from 3 to 5 �m
nd velocities ranging from 20 to 65 m/s, is about 5, which yields an
jected volume of 0.3% of the bubble cavity volume and jet energy
f 11% of the cavity surface energy. It is not clear why the ejected
olume for the latter case is not of the order of 1%. This needs further
nvestigation.

Since the width of the range of bubble radii is only one order
f magnitude, it is fair to extrapolate the previous results to any
ubble radius of this range. The fraction ˇR of eroded volume per
ubble given by Eq. (10) is equal to 0.01 for any bubble radius in
oth tungsten and aluminum. Due to the isothermal assumption
tated in Section 2.4, the results presented in the current section
pply to any range of heat flux and deposition time.

.2. Bubble growth and mass loss

The parameters for plasma energy density and pulse dura-

ion used in the simulations are taken from typical experimental
etups using VIKA (Efremov Institute) and MK200-UG (TRINITI)
acilities. The long pulse quasi-stationary plasma gun at VIKA
acility has an energy density up to 30 MJ/m2 and pulse dura-
ion of 0.09–0.36 ms [5]. The MK200-UG plasma gun at TRINITI
luminum targets exposed to a surface heat density of 30 MJ/m2 during 0.36 ms.

has an energy density up to 15 MJ/m2 and pulse duration of
40–50 �s [6]. As in the experimental conditions, where the tar-
get are preheated, the initial temperature of the metal is set
at 573 K.

The first series of results, obtained with the moving bound-
ary thermal response model [17], uses plasma characteristics of
VIKA experiments [5]. Fig. 5 shows the thermal response of tung-
sten (Fig. 5a) and aluminum (Fig. 5b) targets exposed to a 0.36-ms
plasma pulse of 30 MJ/m2. The melting front, i.e., the solid–melt
front interface, the vaporizing front, i.e., the melt layer front sur-
face, and as well as the surface temperature profile are plotted. For
both metals, the surface temperature first increases rapidly due to
the intense heat deposition. A melt layer starts to develop from
the surface as soon as the surface temperature reaches the melting
point. When the surface temperature of the melt layer continues
to increase, intense vaporization is realized at the surface, which
recedes as a vaporization front. The vapor builds up rapidly in front
of the surface and induces a vapor-shielding mechanism that has
the effect of reducing the incoming heat flux to 5% or 10% of its initial
value according to detail modeling of HEIGHTS simulation pack-
age. In this simplified vapor shielding model, the aluminum vapor
(low-Z material) is assumed to reduce the heat flux to 10%, whereas
the tungsten vapor (high-Z material) will reduce the heat flux to
5%. When the decreasing heat flux reaches its constant value, the
incoming radiation surface heat flux becomes higher than the heat
lost through surface vaporization. Therefore the surface tempera-
ture is able to increase again. At 0.36 ms, the heat deposition ends
and the heat losses through residual surface vaporization, radia-
tion and conduction are responsible for the fast cooling of the melt
surface. When the surface temperature is low enough, the surface
vaporization becomes insignificant. However, the heat stored in
the melt layer continues to be responsible for the growth of the
melting front. Resolidification of the melt layer starts when the
net heat flux through the melting front becomes negative. The sur-
face temperature reaching the melting point implies the complete
resolidification of the melt layer. Finally, the surface of resolidi-
fied target cools down through radiation and conduction. The plots
show that melt layer is one to two orders of magnitude thicker
than the vaporized layer. Aluminum is more volatile than tung-
sten with more than 40 �m is ablated by vaporization versus 1 �m
of ablation for tungsten. Besides, the re-solidification time of the
melt layer is much longer for aluminum, which means the alu-
minum melt layer has higher probability to be eroded by splashing
mechanisms. Beryllium, which is a candidate PFC in future fusion

devices, is expected to behave similar to aluminum targets in these
experiments.

According to [5], the plasma stream pressure on the target varies
from ∼0.1 to 1 MPa. The parameter PL (liquid pressure) is set at dif-
ferent values in the range 0.01–1 MPa to study its effect on boiling.
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and the experimental observations of boiling in the PFC melt layer.
ig. 6. Erosion of aluminum target due to boiling induced liquid splashing under
surface heat density of 30 MJ/m2 for different deposition durations and different
ressures applied to the liquid.

or different pulse durations at the same energy density (differ-
nt heat fluxes), several characteristics numbers are computed: the
otal number of successive bubble layer bursts, the average number
f bubble density (Eq. (7)), the average bubble radius, the average
ubble growth rate and the thickness of ablated layer due to boil-

ng induced droplet ejection. The thickness of ablation is plotted
n Fig. 6. Increasing the heat flux from 80 GW/m2 to 330 GW/m2

ends to increase the average bubble density from ∼50 mm−2 to
800 mm−2. For these specific ranges of heat flux and deposition

ime, the total number of successive bubble layer burst remains in
he range of ∼100–200. The growth rate increases with higher heat
uxes from 5 m/s to 15 m/s. Also, the increase of heat flux acceler-
tes the advancement of the vaporizing front. Thus, the boundary
f the growing bubble will meet the melt layer surface faster and
urst with a smaller radius. Therefore, the average radius of the
ursting bubble is decreased from ∼30 �m to ∼15 �m. The eroded
mount of material is not affected by the variation of pulse dura-
ion (or heat flux) when the pressure applied to the melt layer
s relatively low ∼0.01 MPa because the increase in bubble den-
ity counteracts the decrease in bubble radius. When increasing
he liquid pressure, there is a general decrease of the amount
f eroded material because the vapor pressure inside the bubble
eeds to overcome a higher barrier to allow spontaneous growth.
t 1 MPa and 0.36 ms, no boiling is observed. Besides, at higher liq-
id pressure, the increase of heat flux also increases the amount
f eroded material because the effect of increasing bubble density
revails over the decrease of bubble radius. The range of bubble
adii matches the experimental observations of 50–80 �m dimples
5].

For tungsten, using 0.01 MPa as liquid pressure, boiling occurs
nly for the lowest pulse duration 0.09 ms (highest heat flux) and
he material loss is less than 1 �m. This is mainly because the vapor
hielding effect is more effective for tungsten than for aluminum.

Using plasma characteristics of the MK200-UG plasma gun
0.2–15 MJ/m2 with a duration of 50 �s), boiling does not occur
n tungsten at the highest energy density, which is consistent with
xperimental observations [6]. In the case of aluminum at the high-

st energy density, the range of bubble radii is 5–100 �m, with an
verage bubble radius of 15 �m. Once again, the fast vaporization
ate sets a limitation on the bubble radius. The maximum bubble
adius is lower than the reported experimental values 200 �m [6].
d Design 86 (2011) 155–162 161

Furthermore, the experimental observations provide a cut-off heat
flux of 10 GW/m2, above which significant boiling is observed in
the aluminum melt layer. In the simulations using a negligible liq-
uid pressure (0.01 MPa), the cut-off heat flux is about one order of
magnitude higher.

5. Discussion

Some discrepancies exist and need further investigations. The
relatively low values of material loss due to boiling (∼1 to ∼20 �m)
first suggest that the jet-droplet ejection (∼1% of the bubble vol-
ume) might not be the only droplet production mechanism during
the bursting process. While the volume of film-droplets is negligi-
ble for small air–water cavity, the high surface tension of the liquid
metal (>1 N/m) and the high growth rate of the bubble (5–15 m/s)
could atomize the film cap before the thinning process takes place.
A simple geometric estimation of the amount of liquid covering the
upper half of the bubble provides a maximum volume of ∼20% of
the bubble volume, leading to considerable material loss.

Furthermore, boiling occurring after the heat deposition has
ceased could explain the experimental observations of [34], where
droplets were ejected during a relatively long period after the end of
exposure to plasma. Due to the fast dropping vapor saturation pres-
sure, this boiling period is relatively short. However, an additional
pressure component in the bubble due to the presence of dissolved
gas like hydrogen could extend the duration of this process. Besides,
because intense vaporization has stopped, the growth of the bubble
is not perturbed and could lead to larger bubble radius. The imple-
mentation of the additional partial pressure could also decrease the
cut-off heat flux.

Finally, the bubble density computed using the energy balance
could be overestimated. The 0.36-ms plasma pulse with an energy
density of 30 MJ/m2 induces a bubble density of 1–2 mm−2 in VIKA
experiments, which is much lower than the computed value of
∼50 mm−2. However, it is worth noticing that the average bubble
density of ∼100 mm−2 computed using the energy balance for the
typical average bubble radius of 10–50 �m corresponds to a tar-
get surface covered with a quasi-continuous bubble layer, which
is observed in MK200-UG experiments. Meanwhile, the maximum
bubble density of ∼1200 mm−2 for the smallest bubbles is not
observed. This could be due to the limitation of the nucleation site
density in the real material.

6. Conclusion

The boiling induced macroscopic erosion mechanism of the
metallic PFC during intense heat deposition was modeled in the
present work. The boiling mechanism is integrated in a two-moving
boundary code modeling the thermal response of the PFC including
heating, melting, vaporization, and re-solidification phenomena.
For the first time, the physics of the jet-droplet formation is inves-
tigated in the frame of bubble bursting at the free surface of a liquid
metal. Using CFD simulations, detailed information is provided on
the droplet characteristics (number, size, velocity). These results
quantify accurately and realistically the amount of jet-droplet ejec-
tion from a single bubble with a given radius. Then this quantity,
generalized and coupled to the model of successive growth and
burst of bubble layers, provides the one-dimensional macroscopic
erosion of the melt layer due to intense boiling.

Overall good agreement is found between the simulation results
In aluminum, boiling is more intense with increasing heat flux.
Higher pressure in the melt layer reduces or suppresses the ero-
sion due to boiling. The average bubble radius varies from 5 to
100 �m. The bubble density ranges from ∼10 to ∼1000 mm−2. The
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iscrepancies with experimental data suggest several investiga-
ions: the atomization mechanism of the liquid cap covering the
ubble, the contribution of partial pressure of dissolved gas and
he limitation of heterogeneous nucleation sites. Beryllium, which
s a candidate PFC in future fusion devices, is expected to behave
imilar to aluminum. The presence of magnetic fields may affect the
ubble growth mechanism and should be included as an additional
erm in Eq. (1).

The numerical and experimental observation of tungsten not
ffected by boiling except at very high heat flux (∼300 GW/m2)
uggests that other mechanisms of melt layer splashing, such as
ydrodynamic instabilities, will dominate and greatly contribute
o the macroscopic erosion of PFC.
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